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Työn tavoitteena on kehittää ABB:lle palvelutuote, jota voidaan tarjota 

voimalaitosasiakkaille. Uuden palvelutuotteen tulee vastata ABB:n uuden strategian 

linjauksiin. Palvelulla tarjotaan asiakkaille 1.1.2015 voimaan tulleen 

energiatehokkuuslain määrittelemien pakollisten toimenpiteiden suoritusta. Työssä 

kerätään, käsitellään ja analysoidaan tietoa voimalaitosasiakkaille suunnatun palvelun 

tuotteistamisprosessin päätöksenteon tueksi. 

Palvelutuotteen kehittämistä varten tutkitaan ABB:n nykyisiä palvelutuotteita, osaamista 

ja referenssi projekteja, energiatehokkuuslakia, voimalaitosten energiatehokkuus-

potentiaalia ja erilaisia energiakatselmusmalleja. Päätöksenteon tueksi tehdään 

referenssiprojektina energia-analyysi voimalaitokselle, jossa voimalaitoksesta tehdään 

ipsePRO simulointiohjelmalla mallinnus. Mallinnuksen ja koeajojen avulla tutkitaan 

voimalaitoksen minimikuorman optimointia. Markkinatutkimuksessa selvitetään 

lainsäädännön vaikutusta, nykyistä markkinatilannetta, potentiaalisia asiakkaita, 

kilpailijoita ja ABB:n mahdollisuuksia toimia alalla SWOT–analyysin avulla.  

Tutkimuksen tulosten perusteella tehdään päätös tuotteistaa voimalaitoksille 

palvelutuote, joka sisältää kaikki toimet energiatehokkuuslain asettamien vaatimusten 

täyttämiseen yrityksen energiakatselmuksen vastuuhenkilön, energiakatselmuksen ja 

kohdekatselmuksien teon osalta. Lisäksi työn aikana Energiavirasto myönsi ABB:lle 

pätevyyden toimia yrityksen energiakatselmuksen vastuuhenkilönä, mikä on 

edellytyksenä palvelun tarjoamiselle.  
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The aim of the thesis is to develop service product for ABB, which can be offered to the 

power plant customers. The new service product needs to fulfil the alignments of the ABB 

service’s new strategy. The new service product offers measures to fulfil obligations of 

the new energy efficiency law which is effected in 1.1.2015. In the thesis it gathers, 

process and analyses the information for supporting the decision to productize a service 

product. 

For service product developing process it is studied ABB’s present service portfolio, 

expertise, reference projects, energy efficiency law, the potential of power plant’s energy 

efficiency and different models of energy audits. For supporting the decision energy 

analysis for reference project is performed, where the power plant is modelled by using 

ipsePRO process simulation environment program. Optimization of the power plant 

minimum-load is studied by simulating and test-drives. There is also done market study 

where the effect of the legislation, market state, potential customers, competitors and 

ABB’s opportunities to operate in the markets by SWOT analysis are studied. 

Conclusion of the results of the thesis is a decision to productize the service product for 

the power plant customers which will take account of the customers’ needs and fulfils 

obligations of the energy efficiency law with regard to responsible person of the 

company’s energy audit and performing the energy audit and targeted audits. During the 

thesis ABB got the permission from Energiavirasto to operate as a person who is 

responsible of the obligatory energy audit of the company, which is essential for offering 

these services. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In the ABB’s strategy for service business segment the CEO of the ABB, Ulrich 

Spiechoffer, gave the baseline how we should develop service business by saying: 

“ We have to listen carefully the signals of the markets and understand them… We have 

to take care of that our services corresponds to the needs and expectations of the 

customers… developing of the service portfolio will boost our growth… we should 

expand our offering also into other than our own installation base when our resources are 

strong enough… We could combine our offering and technology of the several units and 

develop solutions together with the customers. If we don’t have ready solution to offer to 

the certain need we have to develop new solutions or business model from the base of the 

customer’s requirements. In the service business we have to concentrate on even more to 

create new business models. This is how we can build scalable solutions which provides 

valuable-add to the customers and feasible growth to ABB. Co-operation between local 

service units and teams and with different countries and regions provides value-add and 

success to the customers, this is what we all want to achieve.” (ABB's CEO, 2014)  

The outcome of this thesis is to develop an advanced service product which responses to 

the red line of the CEO’s letter and the new demand of the power plant customers which 

is defined in the energy efficiency law which has roots in the EU’s Energy Efficiency 

Directive EED.  

The target group of the new advanced service product is for biomass power plants in 

Finland which are owned by the companies which are big enough. This target group 

comes from the energy efficiency law which was effected in 1.1.2015. This law obligates 

big companies to name the person who is responsible of the mandatory energy audit of 

the company. Companies has to perform an energy audit every four year after first 

deadline which is 5.12.2015. The deadline means that company has to have not more than 

four years old energy audit made until that day.  In this thesis it is consecrated only in 

companies which owns or operates power plants which burn biomass and which are 

assumed to need support to fulfil obligations of the energy efficiency law. 

The schedule is very tight corresponding on statistic which shows that between the years 

2011 - 2014 there was only 12 energy audit performed to the power plants. That means 
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in this year there should came huge amount of energy audits. Corresponding this situation 

ABB is interested in to provide service product for companies to fulfil obligations. 

Purpose of this thesis is to make a study what are the expectations and needs of the 

customers and what more value-added service ABB can offer compared to the 

competitors and therefore productize right product which is customer based. 

In the study there are explored backgrounds and meaning of the energy efficiency law 

and its effects, survey of the current services in the markets and reference projects of 

power plant optimization, and survey of energy audit processes of the different suppliers. 

Remarkable part of the thesis was pilot case which was performed to the customer’s 

power plant but because of delicateness of the research, this section is not presented in 

the thesis. Defining the outcome, which is a service product, market analysis is done with 

the information from the pilot case. 

In the pilot case there was performed energy audit to the power plant. At the early phase 

it was discovered that in the energy management system there was an error occurred by 

wrong measurements and questionable equations. It was decided to spread out the 

calculation. Making the accuracy of the results of the energy manager as exact as possible 

there was made a simulation model by ipsePRO process simulation environment program 

and precise-measurements to the power plant. Improving the minimum-load operation, 

there was studied process by the simulation model and test drives. Results showed that it 

is possible to decrease the load level of the boiler by the changes in the operating of the 

process. In the energy audit report which was given to the customer, there were presented 

many improvement proposals to improve energy efficiency and minimum load operation. 

The pilot case gave to ABB valuable information about how to contact the customer, 

which are customer’s needs and expectations, and which resources are required for the 

service. 

ABB took a part on the survey which was made by 3 rd party by telephone interview to 

the power plants. ABB got opportunity to define questions to which ABB wanted 

answers. Few of the questions was about the energy audit service which is now obligatory 

to the big companies. The answers of the survey gave the signal that power plants which 

are part of the bigger group think that they don’t need the energy audit service. However, 
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companies which are generally only the power plant, would like to be interested about 

energy audit service. The results of the survey is left outside of this thesis. 

The study gives a strong signal that in this field there is good entrance opportunity. ABB 

can provide customer based value-added service to take care of the obligations defined 

by the law. The strength of the ABB is that ABB can provide whole project, from pre-

study to the implementation, and most of the automation expertise and equipment which 

have central role in improving the energy efficiency of the power plants. To manage to 

offer the wide experience and full implementation is related to the co-operation of the 

ABB’s divisions’ units. Every unit has its own special field of expertise. With strong 

connection and co-working it is possible to offer all what customers need. This co-

working demand corresponds fully in the strategy of the ABB.  

During the thesis ABB got the permission from Energiavirasto to operate as a person who 

is responsible of the obligatory energy audit of the company, which is essential for 

offering these services. 
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2 ABB’S BACKGROUNDS 

Energy efficiency has always been the main driving force for ABB to develop better 

products and services. ABB has been in energy efficiency markets with its products and 

expertise. Around the world there are many reference cases where energy efficiency of 

the power plants has been improved by energy audit which has leaded to improvement 

projects. Projects has included the making of new set ups in operation and replacement 

of old inefficient components to new modern ones with good efficiency. 

What comes in to expert services in the field of energy efficiency, ABB has made several 

energy assessments mainly to the process industry. There was gained good results but 

because of the unit, Full Service, where the all work was done was sold, so there was not 

continue of energy assessment business in ABB anymore. New energy efficiency law got 

effect on 1.1.2015 and therefore it has offered a new opportunity to ABB Finland to begin 

offering energy assessments again.  

2.1 ABB Power Systems, Power Generation Service 

Power Generation Service (later Service) is part of Business Unit, Power Generation, 

which is part of one of the main Division Power Systems. Service offers a wide range 

portfolio of life cycle management and service products for the power generation and 

water industries. The main idea of the Services philosophy is to protect customers’ 

investment through the stepwise evolution and upgrading of your electrical, control and 

instrumentation systems to minimize the consumption of energy, prolong asset operating 

life, and minimize the cost of ownership. 

Service has several main areas such as Extensions, Upgrades and Retrofits, Maintenance, 

Service Agreements, Engineering and Consulting and also Advanced Services. In 

Advanced Services there are four main categories: Asset Optimization, Cyber Security, 

System performance and Energy Efficiency. In this thesis it is mainly focused in product 

of Energy Audit which is in portfolio of Energy Efficiency. 
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2.2 ABB’s useful products and services for energy efficiency law 

ABB has several useful global products for improving energy efficiency in different 

divisions and units. There are expert services and optimization products. The main experts 

of the Power Generation unit are located in Germany and USA where also the main 

research is made. Experts in Germany and USA will give support to local business units 

to develop expert service business and first projects. 

Power Generation has a global expert service product “Energy Assessment”. In this 

service product energy efficiency of power plant will be assessed and opportunity 

identification report is made of possible improvement projects. 

For optimization Power Generation has a global product “OPTIMAX”. It includes several 

modules which can be used by themselves or altogether. There are module for boiler 

“BoilerMAX”, for turbine “TurbineMAX” and several modules for condition 

managements and also for other operations. The most advanced feature is “MPC” which 

means model predictive control. In MPC the boiler or even the whole plant is modelled 

and therefore the changes of the operations is way to better controlled. 

ABB’s division Process Automation has own product for optimizing production due to 

production costs and revenues. It is so called upper-level optimizer which will not 

optimize the process itself but use of process instead. The product is “cpmPLUS – Energy 

Manager” and its global product responsibility is in Finland. The platform of the 

cpmPLUS is very useful for energy managing and therefore there is developed own 

product for marine use called “EMMA” based on cpmPLUS. The EMMA is sophisticated 

optimizing tool for ships. EMMA is a success in the technical and visual ways. 
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3 ENERGY POLICY IN EU 

EU has an ambitious targets for reducing greenhouse gases. EU’s goal is to decrease 

greenhouse gases 80 % of the level compared to the year 1990 by the year 2050. EU has 

so called road map how it will get to this target. In road map there is specific targets for 

the years 2020 and 2030 for reducing emissions. 

In the European Commission’s publish, “Energy Efficiency Plan 2011”, it is said that: 

“About 30% of the EU's primary energy consumption is consumed by the energy sector. 

New generation capacity and infrastructure need to be built to replace ageing equipment 

and it is important to ensure that energy efficiency is taken into account and that new 

capacity reflects the best available technology.“ (Eurlex, 2011) 

3.1 EU’s 20-20-20 target 

Potential of energy efficiency is huge for reducing emissions, make industry more 

competitive and enhance security of energy supply. Energy efficiency can be seen as 

Europe’s biggest energy resource. This is why energy efficiency EU has set itself 20-20-

20 targets. It means a 20 % reduction in EU greenhouse gas emissions from 1990 levels, 

raising the share of EU energy consumption produced from renewable resources to 20 % 

and a 20 % improvement in the EU’s energy efficiency by the year 2020. Saved energy 

can be compared to be roughly equivalent to turning off 400 power stations. The targets 

were set by EU leaders in March 2007, when they committed Europe to become a highly 

energy-efficient, low carbon economy, and were enacted through the climate and energy 

package in 2009. (European Comission, 2014b) (Eurlex, 2011) 

In the figure 1 there are presented evolution of the EU’s primary energy consumption and 

gross domestic product, GDP. In the Framework this evolution has been analysed as 

forward: 

“Energy efficiency has a fundamental role to play in the transition towards a more 

competitive, secure and sustainable energy system with an internal energy market at its 

core. While energy powers our societies and economies, future growth must be driven 

with less energy and lower costs. The EU can deliver this new paradigm. As the figure 

shows, well before the crisis hit in 2008, the EU had started to decouple economic growth 

from energy consumption through increased energy efficiency. An increasing decoupling 
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of economic growth and energy consumption has continued since then, driven by price 

signals and by a comprehensive set of energy efficiency policies.” (European Comission, 

2014a) 

 

Figure 1: Evolution of the EU’s primary energy consumption and GDB  

 

EU has published newest estimate how the energy efficiency target will be realized. In 

July 2014 the EU is expected to achieve energy savings of 18 – 19 % by 2020. Targeted 

20 % will be missed by 1 – 2 %. However, the 20 % target can be reached if EU countries 

implement all of existing legislation on energy efficiency. In European commission’s 

published paper: “Energy Efficiency and its contribution to energy security and the 2030 

Framework for climate and energy police”, is said that,  

“It should be noted that about one third of the progress towards the 2020 target will be 

due to the lower than expected growth during the financial crisis. It is therefore important 

to avoid complacency about reaching the 20% target and avoid underestimating the 

efforts that will be required in respect of any new target for the period after 2020.”  

(European Comission, 2015) (European Comission, 2014a) 
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It is also said in “Energy Efficiency and its contribution to energy security and the 2030 

Framework for climate and energy police” that, 

“Given the wide benefits of energy efficiency, and the accumulating evidence that energy 

efficiency policy works, it is essential to make the extra effort needed to ensure that the 

target is met in full. Implementation of the EU legislative framework is still lagging 

behind. If all Member States now work equally hard to implement fully the agreed 

legislation then the 20% target can be achieved without the need for additional measures.” 

(European Comission, 2014a) 

In this framework there are listed following elements which on the efforts should be 

concentrated: (European Comission, 2014a) 

 

- Reassuring consumers of the quality of their buildings by strengthening 

local and regional verification of national building codes and accurately 

informing consumers of the energy performance of buildings for sale or 

rent 

 

- Fully implicating utilities in working with their customers to obtain 

energy savings 

 

- Strengthening market surveillance of the energy efficiency of products 

that needs to be resourced in all Member States and that will ensure a level 

playing field for industry and provide consumers with the information they 

need to make informed choices 
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Member states have set also non-binding national energy efficiency targets which are 

presented below: (European Comission, 2014a) 

 

- The Energy Efficiency Directive - EED 

- The Energy Performance of Buildings Directive – EPBD 

- Product regulations laying down minimum energy performance standards 

and putting energy performance information labels 

- CO2 performance standards for cars and vans 

- Incresed financing through EU Structural and Investment (ESI) Funds, 

Horizon 2020, and dedicated facilities such as ELENA and the European 

Energy Efficiency Fund 

- The roll-out of smart meters following the Internal Electricity Market 

Directive 

- The EU Emissions Trading  System - ETS 

3.2 EU’s 2030 and 2050 targets 

A key objective is to keep energy affordable for business, industry and consumer in future 

climate and energy policy. In framework 2030 it is underpinned that targets of climate 

and energy objectives has to be reached in the most cost-effective manners. That is why 

the Member States have flexibility in how they meet their commitments and they can take 

their national circumstances into account. The Commission has proposed binding targets 

to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 40 % in 2030 compared to the level in the year 

1990 and for energy consumed to comprise of at least 27 % from renewable sources in 

2030. These targets are cost-effective pathway to a competitive low-carbon economy in 

2050. (European Comission, 2014a) 

 

To getting in targets of cost-effective reducing of greenhouse gases, it is required to 

increase energy savings of the order of 25 %. EU countries agreed in October 2014 on a 

new energy efficiency target of 27 % or greater by 2030. However, The European 

Commission had proposed even 30 % in its Energy Efficiency Plan 2011 paper (Eurlex, 

2011). In the table 1 there are presented different costs and benefits of range of different 

energy efficiency targets. The purpose of the table’s results is to find right balance 
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between costs and benefits. The Energy efficiency’s appropriate contribution to the 2030 

framework is wanted to base upon a thorough consideration of the additional costs and 

benefits of going beyond the 25 % energy savings previously indicated by the 

Commission.  

(European Comission, 2014a) 
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Table 1: Costs and benefits of a range of different energy efficiency targets 

 REF2013 

Baseline 

GHG40 

(40% 

GHG, 27 

% RES, 

25 % EE) 

More ambitious objective for energy efficiency (%) 

27 28 29 30 35 40 

Energy Savings in 

2030 (evaluated 

against the 2007 

Baseline projections 

for Primary Energy 

Consumption 

21,0 % 25,1 % 27,4 28,3 29,3 30,7 35,0 39,8 

Primary Energy 

consumption in 2030 

Mtoe (Gross Inland 

Energy Consumption 

excluding non-energy 

use) 

1490 1413 1369 1352 1333 1307 1227 1135 

Energy systems cost 

without effect of 

energy efficiency on 

non-financial costs 

(average annual 2011-

2030 in bn € ‘10) 

2067 2069 2069 2074 2082 2089 2124 2181 

Investment 

Expenditures 

(average annual 2011-

2030 in bn € ‘10) 

816 854 851 868 886 905 992 1147 

Net gas imports in 

2030 (in bcm) 

320 267 267 256 248 237 204 184 

Fossil fuel imports 

costs (average annual 

2011-2030 in bn € 

’10) 

461 452 447 446 444 441 436 434 

Employment in 2030 

(million Persons) 

231,74 n.a n.a 232,39 n.a. 232,53 233,16 235,21 
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Average Price of 

Electricity in 2030 

(€/MWh) 

176 179 180 179 178 178 177 182 

As it is presented in the table that 25 % energy savings target is estimated to increase the 

annual average cost of the energy system from 2067 billion € to 2069 billion € per annum 

2011-2030 . In the Framework there is said about that the following:  

“The substantial energy system costs that Member States will incur are part of the ongoing 

renewal of an aging energy system. With 25% energy savings, the 2030 framework would 

already deliver substantial improvements in the Union's energy dependency, representing 

a €9 billion saving per annum in fossil fuel imports (2% less) and a 13% reduction in gas 

imports (ca. 44 billion cubic metres) compared to current trends and policies.” (European 

Comission, 2014a) 

When analysing impacts of the case where energy savings are 40 %, it is said in the 

Framework that: 

“A target of 40% energy savings called for by the European Parliament would have a 

valuable impact on energy dependency, reducing, in particular, gas imports. These 

benefits in terms of energy security would, however, come with a hefty increase in overall 

energy system costs increasing from €2069 to €2181bn per annum, i.e. by approximately 

€112 bn annually in the period 2011 to 2030.” (European Comission, 2014a) 

A range on ambition levels of energy savings the Commission has assessed between 25 

% and 40 %. From results of the table it can be seen that benefits increase with increased 

energy efficiency ambition and that gas imports would be reduced by 2,6 % for every 

additional 1 % in energy savings. About the security of the energy supply with higher 

energy savings ambition it said in the Framework that: 

“This has a direct impact on increasing the security of supply of the EU, although above 

35% energy savings, the rate of reduction of gas imports from additional energy savings 

falls off sharply.” (European Comission, 2014a) 

In the figure 2 there are presented the results of the annualised net monetised fossil fuel 

savings and annualised total system costs towards energy efficiency target. (European 

Comission, 2014a) 
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Figure 2: Additional annual average energy system costs and fossil fuel savings compared to the 

central scenario of 40 % greenhouse gas target, 27 % renewable energy target and 25 % energy 

savings target. 

 

As the table 1 and figure 2 shows, a more ambitious target for energy efficiency delivers 

greater benefits particularly in terms of fossil fuel imports.  The table and figure has been 

analysed following in the Framework: 

“Additional benefits include those from reduced GHG emissions, reduced air, noise, 

water and soil pollution, reduced resource use for energy extraction, transformation, 

transportation and use, together with co-benefits on human health and the state of the 

ecosystems. This is complemented by benefits in terms of potentially higher employment 

levels. However, there are also additional costs beyond what is needed to deliver the 40% 

greenhouse gas target. For example, a 28% target for energy efficiency would raise the 

total energy system costs from €2069 billion per annum with 25% savings to the order of 

magnitude of €2074 billion, i.e. an increase of about €5 billion per annum, or 0.24% per 

annum, in the period 2011 to 2030.” (European Comission, 2014a) 

Figure 2 shows also that energy efficiency costs increase faster than fossil fuel import 

savings. So less benefit is gained with more ambitious energy saving targets in fossil fuel 
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import. And it should also take in consideration that the law of supply and demand will 

effect to the price of fossil fuels, less usage will decrease the price. 

 

3.3 National targets of Finland 

EU has set targets to whole EU and specific targets to all member states. In the table 

below, there are presented targets to EU and Finland (Työ- ja elinkeinoministeriö, 2013a). 

 

Table 2: EU’s energy and climate targets for the year 2020 

Targets to the year 2020 EU Finland 

Decrease of greenhouse gases 1) -20 % -20 % 

     Decrease of emissions of emission trade sector 2) -21 % -21 % 

     Decrease of emissions outside of emission trade sector 2) -10 % -16 % 

Share of renewable energy sources at energy’s end use 20 % 38 % 

      Share of bio based fuels in traffic 10 % 20 % 

Improvement of energy efficiency 3) +20 % +20 % 

 

In the table the mark 1) means that comparing level is from the year 1990 and the mark 

2) means 2005. The mark 3) means that comparing level is from the year 2007 and it is 

based on estimated development.  

 

In Finland työ- ja elinkeinoministeriö TEM has defined 5 additional measures to the 

support for basic scenario.  
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1) Targets of pure energy program 

2) Additional measures of construction 

3) Additional measures of traffic 

4) Targets of usage of wood based fuels 

5) Additional measures of waste disposal 

For an example in targets of pure energy program of TEM are to put effort to replace 

import energy by pure energy production, increase so called CleanTech employment by 

tens of thousands and reduce greenhouse gas emissions of Finland so that the target of 

EU’s 2050 is reached. In the advanced basic scenario there are assumed as following for 

energy target’s part: (Työ- ja elinkeinoministeriö, 2013a) 

1) Reducing 20 % of mineral oil usage in traffic and heating compared to 

the current level. Because of most of reduced consumption is being 

realized in traffic, it is essential to put effort to the development 

projects of the production of biofuels. It is assumed that in Finland 

there will be come three big size biofuel refineries besides UPM’s 

refinery in Lappeenranta. 

2) Reducing the share of coal use in power plants and increasing the 

share of the zero-emission energy production. For wind power it is set 

target of production which corresponds to the 9 TWh of energy by the 

year 2025. Reduction of coal usage corresponds to the 6-7 TWh of 

energy compared to the current level. Main share of coal usage in 

cities will be replaced bioenergy. 

3) Replacing 10 % of natural gas to the biogas. In the advanced basic 

scenario it is assumed that there is one bio refinery which can produce 

bio-SNG, Synthetic Natural Gas, by gasifing wood fuels. 

 

The assumptions for reducing coal based on earlier research made by VTT related to the 

use of biomass in dust-fired boilers. In that research  it was assumed that coal usage in 

combined heat and power, CHP, plants could be reduced by 6 TWh replacing share of 

fuel to biomass in the end of the year 2015. (VTT, 2013) 
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3.4 Way to achieve energy efficiency target 

To improve energy efficiency in Europe the EU has adopted a number of measures. They 

include etc. mandatory energy efficiency certificates accompanying the sale and rental of 

buildings, protecting the right of consumers to receive easy and free access to data on 

real-time and historical energy consumption and large companies conducting energy 

audits at least every four years. (European Comission, 2015) 

First two examples has been seen in action also in Finland. All households has now 

remote access energy meter and user can see the real-time and historical energy use. Also 

mandatory energy efficiency certificates of sale and rental buildings have been done. 

Newest mandatory measure is large companies’ duties of energy audits, which is also 

major subject of this thesis. For this measure related law had effect in Finland 1.1.2015 

and it is very new obligation to the large companies. With this law it is hoped to have 

huge impact to the energy efficiency in EU, because companies has to perform an energy 

audits and follow their energy consumption and cost, which will decrease companies 

energy consumption and improve energy efficiency. 

The ABB’s book, Energy Efficient Design of Auxiliary Systems in Fossil-Fuel Power 

Plants, states that “Energy efficiency is the least expensive way for power and process 

industries to meet a growing demand for cleaner energy, and this applies to the power 

generating industry as well.” (ABB, 2009, p. 11) 

First thing to start improve energy efficiency is to make an energy audit which is an 

inspection, survey and analysis of energy flows. In audit whole energy use and production 

will be analysed for getting answers to the questions such where the energy is used or 

produced and how much. Then the energy usage and production will be compared to the 

benchmarked values to make analyse how good or how poor the system is. (Vakkilainen, 

2012) 

Purpose of the energy audit is to find the opportunities where energy efficiency could be 

improved. There are basically two ways to improve energy efficiency, first is to reduce 

fuel consumption without decreasing the output power. Second way is to increase the 

output power without increasing the fuel power. Most wanted energy efficiency 

opportunities are cases where return of investment is low and saved or increased energy 
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is high. Those kind of cases are usually related to the control and automation system 

which are running the process for an example steam cycle. Lot of energy could be saved 

and thus energy efficiency improved by adjusting pressure and temperature levels of the 

steam. (ABB, 2009, pp. 11-12) (Vakkilainen, 2012) 

In Finland the energy audits have been voluntarily made for decades and there has been 

subsidies for working cost of energy audits paid by state. Finland has been leading and 

respected country in energy audit activities in Europe. In the year 2006 energy service 

directive 2006/32/EY which made energy audit activities to mandatory to all EU countries 

took affected. Energy audit activities of Finland was an example when the directive was 

prepared, and activity of Finland was one of the main thing that Commission of EU raised 

energy audit activities one of the main action of EU level. (Työ- ja elinkeinoministeriö, 

2014a) (Energiavirasto, 2015a) 

According to the new energy efficiency law which have taken effect in 1.1.2015, the 

energy audits will become mandatory to all big companies. The law is based on the energy 

efficiency directive 2012/27/EU which is drawn by parliament of the EU and Council of 

the EU. The energy efficiency directive states that all big companies have to name an 

educated person for responsible of the mandatory energy audits. Energy audit has to be 

done once in every four year. Also more specific audit has to be done which includes 10 

% of the whole use of the energy of the company. Definition of the big company is that 

company has to have more than 250 employees or turnover over 50 M€ and the balance 

sheet over 42 M€. (Väisänen, 2014) (Finlex, 2014) 

With this law it is possible to companies save the energy and money, because now they 

really have to make energy audits and focus in usage of the energy and the costs of energy. 

Problem has been that companies have been unwilling to perform energy audits because 

they have not seen the benefits of the audits. In the year 2013 there was only 2 state 

subsidised audits performed of the power plant and the value of those audits was 200 000 

€ (Motiva Oy, 2015a). So the markets have been very small and there was only 11 persons 

who had permission to perform the energy audit for the power plant during the years 2004 

– 2014 (Motiva Oy, 2015c). 
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Between the years 1998-2013 amount of the subsidies to the energy audits of power plants 

was 2,6 M€. The subsidy is about 50 % of the total cost of the energy audit, so energy 

audits has been performed during 1998-2013 by worth of 5,2 M€. All energy audits had 

been performed to the power plants which have signed the energy efficiency agreement 

with the state except in years 2005, 2006 and 2010. (Motiva Oy, 2015a)  
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4 ENERGY EFFICIENCY POTENTIAL OF POWER PLANTS 

 

World electricity demand grows 2,6 % per year and it is projected to double by 2030. Big 

share of this demand will be fulfilled by coal power. The share of coal-fired generation 

in total generation is estimated to increase from 40 % in 2006 to 44 % in 2030. The share 

of coal-fired generation is increasing because of relatively high natural gas prices and 

strong electricity demand in Asia.  Coal has been the least expensive fossil fuel on an 

energy-per-Btu basis since 1976 according to the ABB’s book. (ABB, 2009, p. 23) 

Share of 7-15 % of the generated electric power in power plant never makes it pass the 

plant gate, but it will be used in power plant. Power plant uses lot of electricity for running 

the steam cycle, burning and fuel handling. These devices which are running the power 

plant are called ‘auxiliaries’. Auxiliaries includes all motor-driven loads, all electrical 

power conversion and distribution equipment’s, and all instruments and controls. A 

common aspect of auxiliary technologies is that they handle all the electrical power and 

control signals throughout the entire plant.  

In ABB’s book Auxiliaries are defined to three sub-categories: 

- A subset of Balance of plant (BoP) that encompasses drive power components 

such as pumps, fans motors and their power electronics such as variable-

frequency drives. These provide drive power for fuel handling, furnace draft and 

feedwater pumping. These systems and component will be referred to as ‘Drive 

power’ 

- A subset of BoP that encompasses only the electrical power system’s 

conversion, protection, and distribution equipment, excluding motors and VFD’. 

This subset includes power transformers and LV and MV equipment. These 

systems and components will be referred to as ‘Electrical BoP’ (EeBoP) or 

electric power systems 

- A subset of BoP that encompasses only the instruments, control and 

optimization systems. These provide boiler-turbine and other control functions. 

These systems and components will be referred to as  ‘Automation’ 
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Role of auxiliaries in power plant operation is to keep the steam-water cycle safely 

circulating and to return it to its thermodynamic starting point. The steam-water cycle 

would suffer either an immediate collapse or a dangerous and non-suitable expansion 

without auxiliary systems and proper operation of them. Auxiliary system is purposed to 

preserve the designed shape of the job cycle, which’s pressure-volume diagram is 

presented in the figure 3.  

 

Figure 3: Pressure-volume diagram of the steam power plant 

 

Auxiliary power is in power plant terminology referred as ‘station load’, ‘house load’ or 

‘parasitic load’. Auxiliaries consume mainly electrical energy, which has the highest 

quality in the plant. The power supplied to auxiliaries is power that could have been 

otherwise saved or sold. Therefore it is very important that how much energy auxiliaries 

consume and how energy efficiency auxiliaries are.  The share of the auxiliary drive 

power of the total plant power has been increasing due to installation of mandatory anti-

pollution equipment, increased fuel variability, and general performance degradation due 

to the accumulated effects of aging on plant equipment.  

There is also other aspect in energy efficiency than consumed energy, reliability. The 

general assumption has always been that downtime does not affect plant energy 

efficiency, which is normally calculated under some steady state operating condition. In 

the ABB’s book it is said that: 

“Long periods of the unsalable production during unit start-up and shutdown caused by 

reliability-related downtime events should be considered as the reduced efficiency of a 
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‘reliability asset’… A temporary de-rating due to a reliability issue will have energy 

efficiency consequences as well. The energy costs of poor reliability have been hiding 

behind the much greater opportunity costs of downtime and now deserve a proper 

accounting.“  

Movement of the power generation industry towards deregulation, more renewable 

supply, and carbon dioxide emission limits turn the duty cycle of today’s fleet of the 

plants on its head. Traditional base-load units are moving into mid-range or even peak-

load duty. Auxiliary systems design improvement is important to prop up the older plants 

efficiency under all load scenarios to improve ramp rate for more rapid load changes and 

to automate for more rapid start-ups. This is why energy efficiency of the power plants 

has decreased because they are not operating in the design point anymore. Auxiliaries are 

over rated and therefore operating in the inefficient off-design area. (ABB, 2009, pp. 11-

15) 

4.1 Trends in steam plant designs 

More expensive energy will drive to reducing the costs of the energy production and 

usage. The cheapest way to do this is to put efforts to the energy efficiency design of the 

components and auxiliaries and make retrofits to older plants. Also the design of the 

whole power plant cycle has been taken into review and there had been found designs by 

which the efficiency of the power plant can be improved. The ABB’s book has gathered 

this designs of different types of power plants.  

Efficiency of the sub-critical plant has been improved by new design of the turbine blades, 

new treatment methods of the fans and flue gas, reduction of the furnace exit gas 

temperature, increase of feed water temperature, reduction of condensing pressure, use of 

double reheat on main steam flow, and optimization and reduction of the consumption of 

auxiliary power.  

Supercritical plants has been developed to ‘ultra-critical’ plants which use pressure of the 

300 bar and has a dual stage reheat. These ultra-critical plants are capable to achieve even 

48 % efficiency. First generation of the ultra-critical plants had availability problems. 

However improvements of construction materials and computerized control systems have 

overcame the problems of the earlier plants. (ABB, 2009, pp. 24-25) 
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In the figure 4 there are presented the development of the power plant efficiencies.  In 

figure it can be seen that temperatures have increased a lot due to better construction 

materials. (Vakkilainen, 2011) 

 

Figure 4: Development of the power plant efficiencies 

 

4.2 The potential of energy efficiency 

The challenges of energy efficiency improvement are that efficiency is invisible, a lack 

of standards and practices for measuring performance and difficult access to the power 

plant performance data. There is no point to study or make energy efficiency 

improvements if the measuring is not correct and there is missing data. Therefore making 

these issues to the right way is the first step towards energy efficiency. (ABB, 2009, pp. 

29,41) 

The results of the study made by the U.S. Department of Energy in the year 2004 showed 

that an improvement potential of 10-25 % was suggested by industry experts, who were 
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asked to consider improvements within the context of operational or retrofit situations. 

The results are presented in the figure 5. (ABB, 2009, p. 29) 

 

Figure 5: Process industry survey results on potential of energy efficiency (US DoE, 2004) 

 

 

There has been loaded big expectations to the energy efficiency for lowering CO2 

emissions. In the figure 6 there is presented diagram of CO2 mitigation efforts shares in 

process industry from the ABB’s book. In the diagram energy efficiency has an almost 

50 % share of the mitigation.   (ABB, 2009, p. 33) 

 

Figure 6: Relative share of CO2 mitigation efforts in process industries 
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Improvements of energy efficiency has also other effects than positive impact to climate 

change. It will save energy and decrease cost of energy and therefore improves 

competitiveness. It will also improve reliability and availability by extra attention to the 

process system. Energy efficiency improvements will also improve controllability by 

reducing swinging, unstable processes and allows operators to drive power plant in 

optimum constraints. By energy efficiency improvements made with retrofit could 

increase lifetime of the whole plant. This will improve return of the investment to the 

stakeholders. Also positive image of the company is very important thing on now days 

which can be improved by good influence of the energy efficiency improvements and 

emission reduction. (ABB, 2009, pp. 34-35) 

4.3 Drive power systems 

Drive power systems includes motors, fans and pump systems and variable speed drive. 

Drive power is the combination of a prime mover, like electric motor, a coupling, and a 

speed controller that drives the shaft load such a pump which deliver the power into the 

industrial process. Pump, fan and compressor will follow the so-called ‘cube-law’. It 

means that their power requirements increase as the third power of their speed. When 

running at half speed it consumes only one-eighth of the energy compared to at full speed. 

These ‘cube-law’ systems represents more than half of all industrial motor applications 

and electrical consumption. (ABB, 2009, p. 53) 

In the figure 7 there is presented the entire drive power system from energy input to its 

end-use on the fluid or gas of the process. (ABB, 2009, p. 54) 

 

Figure 7: Schematic of the drive systems 
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World’s largest electric motor user is pumping and second largest are fans. The total 

amount of the motors in this two applications account for half of all motors in use. Alone 

pumping systems account for nearly 20 % of all energy used by electric motors. A large 

motor which running constantly uses its capital cost in electricity every few weeks. So 

even small improvement in pump and fan system will save lot of energy worldwide. 

ABB has found in study that pump energy consumption could typically be reduced by up 

to 20 % using well-proven technologies. Greatest share of the energy in pumping and fan 

systems is wasted in following cases: (ABB, 2009, p. 54) 

− Oversized and under-loaded motors. 

− Inefficient motors and couplings. 

− Inefficient applications, especially those which use throttling for flow control. 

− Equipment running unnecessarily, or for unnecessarily long hours 

With smart flow control method it is possible to have huge influence to energy usage 

during operation. There are four different types of flow control which are presented in the 

figure 8. 

 

Figure 8: Flow control methods in pumping 

 

Energy efficiency impact of different control methods are presented in the figure 9. 
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Figure 9: Energy efficiency impact of various flow control methods 

For centrifugal fans which are required to operate at variable loads the pressure and the 

flow can be controlled by one of the following methods: 

- Inlet dampers 

- Inlet guide vanes 

- Outlet dampers 

- Two-speed motor control 

- Variable speed drive 

Inlet dampers and guide vanes create a pre-swirl in the direction of rotation of the fan 

when they are partially closed. This reduces the relative velocity of the air with respect to 

the fan blades and therefore reduces the fan capacity and pressure. Inlet guide vane control 

is more efficient than inlet dampers due to reduced friction in creating the pre-swirl 

movement. Vane and damper controls are highly non-linear and precise control is 

possible near the full-open position. According to the ABB’s book, outlet dampers are 

least efficient of all methods by throttling the airflow to removing power supplied by the 

fan. For axial fans, variable pitch fan blades can be used. It change the angle of the blades 

and the efficiency is almost as good as variable speed drive system. Only bad side is the 

number or mechanical parts which increases risk to malfunction. (ABB, 2009, pp. 89-90) 
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Thus the biggest savings in usage of the energy can be reached with right sizing, using 

high efficiency motors, smart flow control method and smart automation. 

4.4 Electric Power Systems for Auxiliaries 

Role of power systems in energy efficiency 

Power system assessment 

Power system efficiency guidelines – summary 

Electric power systems covers all medium and low-voltage systems and the scope begins 

from generator busbar’s connection to the auxiliary transformer and includes also the 

power path leading through the main step-up transformer. The electric power system is 

called to electrical balance of the plant ‘EBoP’. The relationship between electric power 

systems items are presented in the figure 10.  

 

Figure 10: Electrical power systems of the power plant  

 

Purpose of the power system is to supply electrical power to plant auxiliary process loads, 

instrument and control systems by specific criteria which are following:  

− Power quality: allow only tolerable small amounts of harmonics, spikes, sags 

and swells or phase voltage unbalance. 
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− Power factor: control the power factor at all levels of the plant to reduce the 

losses associated with carrying reactive power. 

− Power level and capacity: supply power to required capacity, at the voltage 

levels needed, through efficient, right-sized transformers. 

− Power protection & control: allow full automatic or manual control of power 

distribution to serve the needs of the loads, while protecting those loads and the 

power system itself from harm. 

− Power distribution & layout: carry power from the source to its destination at 

the load with minimal losses. 

− Power reliability: supply all the above with high reliability 

Increased proportion of auxiliary electrical loads have important role in energy efficiency. 

Once again, poor design has big influence to the efficiency of the power system, 

maintenance cost and reliability. The electrical power system has an impact on the 

reliability of almost all equipment in the plant. Instability in the power system effects to 

whole power plant process and thus it is very critical and essential system. According to 

the ABB’s book in power plants most of the auxiliary power demand is used by large 

medium-voltage electric motors that are typically connected to the medium voltage 

switchgears supplied through unit auxiliary transformer. The share can be up to 80 % of 

total auxiliary load. In the figure 11 there are presented part of the auxiliary system single 

line diagram of the power plant. (ABB, 2009, pp. 175-177) 
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Auxiliary transformer 

Auxiliary loads: medium voltage motors e.g. feed water pumps 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Part of the single line diagram of the power plant’s auxiliary system  

 

In the ABB’s book there are presented design practices which are worth of the considering 

for improved energy efficiency in the power systems: 

- Select higher voltage levels for some buses (MV instead of LV). 

− Use 3-phase transformers instead multiple single phase. 

− Use large transformers instead of multiple, smaller ones; share transformers 

between units. 

− Upgrade old transformers to achieve higher efficiency, improved monitoring 

− Use PF correction, near the inductive sources where possible, to approach 0.95 

PF. 
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− Use a generous cable laying method; avoid methods which lead to cable 

derating. 

− Consider a plant arrangement which reduces length of cable runs & voltage 

drops. 

− Ensure that harmonics are well within tolerance. 

− Understand motor duty, and size accordingly, following the guidelines in Motor 

Sizing and Selection 

− Ensure phase loads and voltages are balanced. 

4.5 Power Plant Automation Systems 

In the automation system module it is concentrated on improving unit’s gross heat rate 

and examining automation from an energy efficiency perspective. The ABB’s book 

defines the focus of the optimization as following:  

“The focus of optimization is on how automation can directly improve unit gross heat 

rate through control action on steam cycle parameters. These gains come from reducing 

controllable losses, which result from operation of the cycle equipment away from the 

best efficiency points for given loads. Mitigating these ‘controllable losses’ is the main 

contribution of automation to improving energy efficiency. Controllable losses tend to be 

higher than the cycle designers originally intended because the plant seldom operates in 

steady state at its design point. Losses are correspondingly higher at lower loads and 

during periods of load disturbances. Controllable losses worsen under conditions of 

equipment age, and poor implementation or tuning of boiler controls.”  

Heat rate means the thermal energy required to produce 1 kWh of electrical power, 

whereas gross heat rate is the rating for gross power output from the generator terminals. 

The thermal energy used to create saleable electricity is called net heat rate, thus part of 

produced electricity will be delivered to the auxiliaries.  
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Providing greater thermal efficiency can be done with basic system parameters. Thermal 

efficiency can be improved by:  

- Increase the average boiler steam outlet temperature and pressure up to safe 

operation limits 

- Decrease the average flue gas O2 of the boilers down to a level compatible with 

opacity limits 

- Minimize the turbine extraction and exhaust steam pressures 

- Reduce flue gas exit temperature down to a level which still prevents 

condensation 

The ABB’s book gives the rules of thumb relating those parameters to thermal efficiency 

which are presented below: (ABB, 2009, pp. 253-255) 

- Boiler efficiency improves 1% for every 40 ºF (22 ºC) reduction in flue gas exit 

temperature., whose heat is recycled by the economizer and air heater 

-  For a supercritical unit: each 50 ºF (28 ºC) increase in main steam temperature 

increases cycle efficiency by 1%  

-  For a sub-critical unit: each 50 ºF (28 ºC) increase in main steam temperature 

decreases heat rate by 70 Btu (74 kJ) per kWh at full load, which corresponds to 

an increase in cycle efficiency of approximately 0.7%  

- For a sub-critical unit: each 100 psi (690 kPa) increase in main steam pressure 

decreases heat rate by 35 Btu (37 kJ) per kWh (about 1/3%) at full load 

- For a sub-critical unit: each 50º F (28 ºC) increase in reheat steam temperature 

decreases heat rate by 65 Btu (68 kJ) per kWh at full load (about 2/3 %) 

- For a sub-critical unit: each 50 klb/hr (23 tonne/hr) reduction on reheat spray 

flow decreases heat rate by 108 Btu (114 kJ) per kWh (about 1%) at full load. 

Effects of these parameters has been also presented in lecture notes of the ‘Steam boiler 

technology’ –course in Lappeenranta University of Technology. Results of the study are 

presented in the figure 12. (Vakkilainen, 2011) 
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Figure 12: Main parameters effect to the steam boiler efficiency 

 

In industrial or CHP power plants these additional system parameters can be controlled 

for improved energy efficiency and lower operating cost according to the ABB’s book: 

- Minimize the use of pressure reducing valves by-passing turbine generators 

- Optimize (minimize) the use of the steam vent valves 

- Optimize the mix between purchased power and own condensing 

- Increase the use of low cost fuels, decrease the use of expensive fuels 

Automation allows coordination between generator, turbine and boiler units which can 

give significant energy benefits. Real-time control between plant cycle equipment and 

between plant units is a particularly valuable technique to achieve energy savings in co-

generation power plants. In the ABB’s book it is said that DCS vendors claim heat rate 

improvements of 2-5 % can be result from updating to a modern DCS and advanced 

control technologies.  In the ABB’s book there are summarized the energy efficiency 

potential of automation: (ABB, 2009, pp. 256-257) 
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- Faster plant start-up and shut down by programming the plant-control sequences 

- Higher availability by detecting and indicating the causes of impending 

malfunctions 

- Greater thermal efficiency by reducing process variability and moving variable 

set points closer to the safe operating limits 

- Reduced emissions by controlling the combustion process and downstream 

emission-control technologies 

- Lower maintenance costs by replacing pneumatic, electromechanical or 

electronic or analogue devices 

- A decrease in operational costs by reducing staff requirement: today’s designers 

are even striving for single-operator control of coal-fired power plants 

 

Advanced process control encompasses many methods for controlling and optimizing 

larger systems with multiple variables and important constraints. Advanced control level 

operates at slower rates than single loop control which operation time is milliseconds but 

advanced control can still operate in real-time and less than 10 seconds.  

One of the most advanced control and optimization system is model-based control. It 

encompasses variety of techniques using models to generate a control process. Model 

based control process is called to model predictive control MPC. This means that 

component e.g. boiler or the whole process is modelled. Modelling is done by analysing 

history data, how the component or the process has acted when process is changing and 

what is the situation when the stabile point is reached. When the characteristics of 

components and process is know it can be controlled more easily and faster directly to 

the next stabile point.  In the figure 13 and 14 there are presented effects of the MPC to 

the process. (ABB, 2009, pp. 239-240) 
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Figure 13: MPC effect to the steam pressure control (ABB, 2010a) 

 

 

Figure 14: MPC effect to the process control (ABB, 2010a) 

 

As the figures presented swinging of the process is reduced which will save energy and 

makes the operating of the plant easier when process is more stable. Also this will extend 

lifetime of the components and reduce auxiliaries’ energy consumption. 
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Power plant can be operated by boiler control or turbine control. Boiler control method 

means that boiler maintain the pressure of the live steam. If load increases the steam’s 

pressure will decrease. Boiler begin to produce more heat and therefore pressure will raise 

against to its target. This way to operate is slowly because of slowly reactions of the boiler 

due to its large mass and thermal storage capacity.  In turbine control the turbine adjust 

the pressure by throttling valve. This is more faster way and easier to operate because 

there will not occur swinging in the pressure.  

The pressure of the live steam can be constant or sliding. Constant pressure operation 

means that boiler or turbine will constantly keep the fixed pressure. In the sliding pressure 

operation the pressure varies with load. If the load decreases the pressure will decreases 

also. In constant pressure mode the pressure will be reduced by throttling in lower loads. 

This will reduce turbine efficiency. In the sliding pressure mode the throttle valves are 

fully open and boiler controls the pressure. This is more efficient way but also slower due 

to slow boiler. The best way by energy efficiency and reliability ways is to operate with 

mixed pressure. It means that there are few pressure levels for different loads. Therefore 

adjustability is fast and stable and process is efficient.   

Combustion control has an essential role in energy efficiency of the boiler. Combustion 

control will take care of that excess air in the flue gases is in constraints. If there is too 

much air it means that fuel consumption will increase because of the excess air has to be 

heated also. Also the increased mass flow of the flue gases will increase heat waste and 

thus decrease boiler efficiency. If there is not air enough all of the fuel won’t burn and 

hence the part of the fuel will be wasted. This can be measured by carbon-oxide, CO, 

meter. If all fuel is burned there should be not CO at all in the flue gases. The excess air 

will increase at part load because of in the boiler it need to be blew enough air to maintain 

the circulation of the sand bed. (ABB, 2009, pp. 261-266) 
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5 ENERGY EFFICIENCY LAW IN FINLAND 

 

In the 1.1.2015 the new law, 1429/2014, came into effect which defines required actions 

to improve energy efficiency in energy use. The law lay down several actions which 

companies has to perform. These actions are energy audits of the energy use, feasibility 

studies about efficient combined heat and power production and use of waste heat to 

produce district heat. Also companies which are operate in the energy markets, they have 

responsibility to encourage their customers to use energy more efficient way and even 

decrease use of the energy.  

The law has affect to the companies which are selling or distributing electricity, district 

heat, district cooling or fuel. The law has also affect to the big companies which has to 

perform mandatory energy audits of the whole energy usage and more specified targeted 

audit and also name a person how has responsibility of perform of energy audits. The law 

has also affect to the district heat and district cooling nets, condensing power plants and 

industrial plants where might occur a useful waste heat for recovering. 

The definition of the big company is following: employees over 250 or turnover over 50 

M€ and balance sheet total over 43 M€. All subsidiary companies which are owned by 

the main company are calculated into the numbers of the main company. Also those 

subsidiaries which are located abroad are included in the numbers. But the law does not 

have an effect to the subsidiaries. In the figures 15 and 16 there are cleared how the 

turnover and the number of employees are calculated. (Finlex, 2014) (Energiavirasto, 

2015a) 
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Figure 15: Calculating the number of employee case 1 (Energiavirasto, 2015a) 

 

In the figure 15, the main company A has itself only 10 employees but it owns companies 

B1, C1, B2 and B3, which is located abroad. All the employees are calculated to the 

company A. Because of the number of employees is less than 250, the company A is small 

or medium company. The energy efficiency law does not obligate the company A or any 

company owned by the company A because in every other companies there was less than 

250 employees. 
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Figure 16: Calculating the number of employees case 2 (Energiavirasto, 2015a) 

 

In this case, whole group has a 260 employees and the company A is considered as large 

company. Now the energy efficiency law has an effect to the company and it has to 

perform all mandatory obligates. However, the group don’t have to do any measures to 

the company B3 because it is located abroad. Company B3 has to follow the law of the 

located country and may have obligates towards energy efficiency according current law. 

(Energiavirasto, 2015a) 

5.1 Obligatory energy audit 

The mandatory energy audit is an organized procedure, by which the needed data for 

developing the energy profile of the whole company is gathered. In energy audit, 

possibilities of the feasibly energy savings and the size of the savings are defined and 

results are reported. The energy audit covers all objects which use energy which are etc. 

buildings, industry processes, commercial activities and transportation of the company. 
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In the energy audit of the company there are included also separated targeted energy 

audits which covers specified energy consumption. Targets can be etc. buildings or part 

of the power plant process. The targeted energy audits are made for getting more reliable 

view of the total energy efficiency and to define the most important possibilities to make 

improvements to the energy efficiency by reliable way. 

The targeted energy audit is organized procedure, by which detailed data of the energy 

usage profile of the object is gathered. In targeted energy audit, possibilities of the 

feasibly energy savings are defined. The targeted energy audit covers one specific object 

which can be etc. building, industry plant or part of the plant, transportation chain or in 

any object which uses energy. 

The mandatory energy audit, which includes targeted energy audits, has to be performed 

in every four year. The report of the energy audit is delivered to the state’s energy agency 

Energiavirasto. Energiavirasto also monitors that the companies are following the law. 

(Finlex, 2014) 

5.2 Release of the obligation of the mandatory energy audit 

The company can get the release of the energy efficiency law by using certified energy 

management system or environment management system which has included energy 

audit which is performed by minimum requirements by the law. According the law the 

certified energy management system can be ISO 50 001 or ISO 14 001 combined with 

certified energy management system which requirements of the energy audit are 

consistent to the ISO 50 001 -system.  

The company is also released of the energy efficiency law by agreeing voluntarily energy 

efficiency improvement agreement with the state which has included energy audit which 

is performed by minimum requirements by the law. (Finlex, 2014) 

The purpose of the energy efficiency agreements is to gain the international demands of 

fighting towards climate change in accordance with national climate and energy strategies 

(Työ- ja elinkeinoministeriö, 2014a). The aim is to incorporate energy efficiency in the 

management or environmental system. In energy-intensive industry and energy 

production have obligation of adopting the energy efficiency system, which can be 
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integrated in companies current environmental or management system. Energy efficiency 

had been incorporated in the management of environmental systems in almost 90 % of 

the energy-intensive industry sites and 80 % of the energy production sites at the end of 

2013. (Motiva Oy, 2015b) 

The current energy efficiency agreement period is 2008 – 2016 and the target is to save 9 

% of energy, which correspond to 17,8 TWh, during this time (Motiva Oy, 2014c). Saving 

is calculated to corresponding the mean usage of the energy between in period 2001-2005. 

Also one main purpose of energy efficiency agreements is to speed up the proliferation 

of energy efficiency technology and usage of renewable energy. (Motiva Oy, 2014d) 

Company has to take energy efficiency system in use when taking apart to the energy 

efficiency agreement in energy-intensive industry and energy production. Energy 

efficiency system ‘Energiatehokkuusjärjestelmä ETJ’ drives company to draw approach 

which will transfer energy efficiency from strategy to the everyday action. (Motiva Oy, 

2014b) 

Realized result of the period 2008-2013 shows that savings of the heat energy and fuel 

are 6,65 TWh, saving of the electricity 2,64 TWh, savings of the cost of energy 556 M€ 

and decreased CO2 emissions 2,8 Mt. Savings correspond 2,4 % savings of the whole 

energy usage, 386 TWh, of Finland. 20 % of the energy savings was reported from energy 

production. Subsidies for energy production sector was given 72,4 M€. Share of the 

energy audits was 9,8 M€ and share of energy efficiency improvement investments was 

62,6 M€. Over 90 % of all executed energy audits were linked to the agreements scheme. 

There was reported investments worth of 612 M€ for improving energy efficiency. Share 

of the energy production was 35 %. (Motiva Oy, 2015b) 

Present energy efficiency agreements will come to the end in the end of the year 2016.  

For ensuring the continuity of agreements Ministry of employment and the economy has 

enter into a preagreement with Confederation of Finnish Industries (Elinkeinoelämän 

Keskusliitto EK) and the municipal operators. They have made preagreement of saving 

28 TWh of energy in cumulative. (Motiva Oy, 2014a)  
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6 ENERGY AUDIT MODELS 

There are few ways to perform an energy audit to the power plant. In this thesis there are 

introduction to four energy audits. First the mandatory energy audits will be presented 

which are the minimum requirements by the energy efficiency law. Then the energy audit 

called Motiva’s energy audit will be presented. Motiva’s energy audit has been developed 

since the energy audits was first time performed in the 80’s. Motiva’s model is very 

precise and also take account of infrastructure e.g. lighting and air conditioning. Finally 

the ABB’s Energy Assessment will be presented. ABB’s model has been developed by 

practise in power plants. Its target is to find low hanging fruits quick as possible so that 

customer will get the benefits even during the assessment. In ABB’s model it is first 

focused well know targets which has biggest potential to improve energy efficiency or 

increase production. 

When comparing these different energy audits it can be said that the target of the 

mandatory energy audits and ABB’s model are concentrated directly in the targets where 

is the biggest potential. Motiva’s model is more general and wider taking account of all 

energy consumption objects. 

The basic concept of all audits are the same. First the history data is gathered and 

analysed. Then needed mass and energy balances are calculated. From mass and energy 

balances key performance indicators, KPIs, are calculated. Then it will be concentrated 

on the objects or processes where the most room for improvement is. The way how the 

improvement for interested object or process would be done are presented. Influence of 

most interested objects will be assessed to the process and KPIs.  In opportunity 

identification possible optimization opportunities will be assessed based on return of 

investment, saved energy, increase of production and cost of investment. The purpose is 

that company has clear vision about project specification and implementation, what has 

to be done and what it would cost. 

In long term it is intention that company can follow it’s improvement of the energy 

efficiency. Company has to perform energy audit in every four year addition to the law. 

Hereby the work for improving energy efficiency is easy to measure and results are 

presented frequently.  
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6.1 Minimum requirements of the mandatory energy audit 

Definition of requirements are general. In regulation it was decided to give responsibility 

and also possibility to the companies to choose the most interesting targets for energy 

audit. Therefore there are not specific details for every industry field. Only basic 

information is mandatory for all and company will concentrate on more specific to targets 

it sees potential energy savings targets. (Energiavirasto, 2015c) 

Mandatory energy audit contains an analysis of the whole energy usage of the company 

or group. The whole usage of the energy contains all energy forms and all energy which 

is used in Finland. For power plants which use fuel the usage of the energy is the energy 

from the fuel. It will give just an overview of the energy usage and cost. More specific 

targeted energy audits will concentrate on specific target and will give deeper analyse. 

(Energiavirasto, 2015c) 

6.2 Minimum requirements of the targeted energy audit 

In the document “Valtioneuvoston asetus kohdekatselmuksista 20/2015” 2 § there are 

defined minimum requirements to the targeted energy audit. Requirements are the 

following: (Valtioneuvosto, 2015) 

- Targeted object is assessed with care and it has to happen independently so that 

audit gives reliable information about the object’s energy consumption, share of 

consumption, cost of the energy and total energy efficiency 

- In the audit there has to be explored measures which can improve energy 

efficiency or reduce energy costs in cost efficient way  

- Improvement measures has to be described clearly 

- Energy savings and feasibility has to be calculated reliably for the improvement 

measures  

- In all targeted objects the calculations has to be stand to reliable measurements 

In the 3 § there is defined how big share the targeted audit has to cover. It has to cover 10 

% of the company’s or the group’s total energy consumption. In the companies or groups 

which produce district heat or electricity the covering percentage has to be at least 5 % of 
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the total energy consumption. Calculating total energy consumption all energy forms are 

included. (Valtioneuvosto, 2015) 

There are not any requirements of the person who is responsible and who perform the 

targeted audit. Person who is responsible for company’s mandatory energy audit is 

responsible that person who is responsible and who perform the targeted audit has the 

knowledge to perform reliable audit and report of the targeted audit has demanded quality. 

(Valtioneuvosto, 2015) 

The report of the targeted audit contains following sections: basic information of the 

object, information of the energy consumption and cost of energy, review of the present 

situation and measures of the energy savings. There are three different types of tables for 

different companies: general, power plants, and district heat. The main results of the 

targeted audit has to be delivered to the database which is operated by Department of 

Energy. The main results contains basic information of the object, (Energiavirasto, 

2015b) 

Basic information contains following: 

- The name of the company and Y-tag 

- Targeted object and individual name and address or other defining location   for 

the object 

- Branch of the company 

- Name of the responsible person of energy audit, number of the licence, contact 

information and employer 

- Graduate date of the report 

- Type of building 

In the information of the energy consumption and cost of energy section there are 

presented consumption and cost of all energy sections and water based on the newest 

usable data 

- Energy consumption (MWh/a, m3/a) 

- Energy cost (€/a) 

- Also for current year 
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In the review of the present situation and measures of the energy savings section there are 

described a methods how the energy efficiency can be improved and how much it will 

cost. Following information has to be listed  

- Description of the energy efficiency improvement measure 

- Estimated investment costs (€) 

- Is measure set up or equipment 

- Estimate of improved energy and cost savings of all energy types and water 

(MWh/a, €/a) 

- Payback time (a) 

- Phase of measure 

If the target of the energy audit is power plant there are specific information needed to 

fulfil: 

- Heat delivery (GWh/a) 

- Electricity production (GWh/a) 

- Auxiliary electricity usage (GWh/a) 

- Fuel usage 

- Net overall efficiency (%) 

- Overall efficiency (%) 

If the target of the energy audit is district heat there are specific information needed to 

fulfil: 

- Capacity of the heat production (MW) 

- Net heat production (GWh) 

- Electricity production (GWh) 

- Purchased heat (GWh) 

- Auxiliary electricity and heat usage (MWh) 

- Fuel usage in separated heat production (GWh) 

- Pump energy of district heat (MWh) 

- Heat loss of the net and measurement (GWh) 

- District heat delivery (GWh) 

- District heat building volatile (1000 m3) 

- Cooling of the district heat water  
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6.3 Motiva’s energy audit 

Motiva has models for different kind of purposes. In this thesis it is only introduced in 

the model for power plants. Power plant model is purposed for fuel using communities’ 

or industry’s power plants which produce electricity. The target of the energy audit is to 

improve energy efficiency and economy. Studying the energy efficiency the specific 

operating types, fuel options, and power plant type are taking in account. (Motiva Oy, 

2013) 

In the analysis there are studied present energy efficiency which includes main- and 

auxiliary systems. A part of the analysis is to analyse the main measurements of the power 

plant for operating. Responsible of the Motiva’s energy audit has to have accreditation of 

heat reviewer or electric viewer which is approved by Motiva. (Motiva Oy, 2013) 

Way to perform Motiva’s energy audit contains definition of the targets, special needs 

and offer, application for the subsidies, kick-off meeting, basic information gathering, on-

site assessment, data analysis and reporting. Ready report is delivered to the Motiva and 

it will be inspected. After accepted report the subsidy will be paid. In the diagram below, 

there is presented the Motiva’s way to perform energy audit. (Motiva Oy, 2012) 
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Targets, special needs, offer 

Application for the subsidies 

Kick off meeting 

 - targets and needs of the orderer 

 - weighting of the work 

 - special needs of the reporting 

Basic information gathering 

 - Energy usage history 3-5 years 

 - planning-, operating- and maintenance reports 

On-site assessment 

 - Target audit, measurement program 

 - measurements and other clarifications 

Data analysis 

 - energy balance and distribution 

 - Opportunity identification report 

Reporting 

 - report of the analysis and audit 

- Report to the Motiva 

- Subsidy decision 
- Report inspection 

- Saving in the database 

Follow-up actions 

 - Implementation and tracking of the 

improvements 

Figure 17: Motiva’s energy audit process 
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6.4 ABB’s Energy Assessment 

ABB’s energy efficiency audit promise to delivery sustainable energy and greenhouse 

gas savings through proven methodologies, leading edge technologies and transfer of 

skills. The objectives of the assessment are to identify opportunities to directly reduce 

usage of all types of energy at the site e.g. gas, fuel, oil, electricity, steam, and compressed 

air and to identify opportunities to directly increase plant availability and reliability. The 

form of the ABB’s Energy Assessment has been result of the collaborative and open 

process with an emphasis on the development of new ideas. In order to find reasons for 

today’s plant availability and reliability, ABB reported current issues and reviewed 

existing operational and maintenance practices. (ABB, 2010d) 

In the figure 18 there is presented ABB’s structure to perform an energy assessment. 

Energy assessment consist of the opportunity identification and alignment workshop. The 

opportunity identification includes on-site assessment for equipment and off-site analysis 

of the history data. In the assessment both process and utilities will be assessed. From the 

results opportunity confirmation will be done with customer and project decisions are 

defined by the prioritization process. 
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Figure 18: Structure of the ABB’s energy assessment 

 

ABB’s methodology to approach to the energy efficiency improvements consists steps. 

Each step aims to deliver precisely the information needed to enable the customer to move 

forward with confidence and eventually complete a program of improvements that will 

deliver real and feasible energy savings. The main idea in ABB’s way to perform energy 

assessment is to listening the customer and respect the wishes of the customer. ABB 

assesses and evaluates power plants and derives a list of optimization opportunities. The 

customer and ABB jointly discuss, confirm and prioritize the opportunities. This will be 

customer’s basis for future project decisions and a starting point for the usual project 

implementation steps (ABB, 2013a). (ABB, 2010d) 

In the figure 19 there are presented steps of the energy efficiency improvement 

methodologies. In the energy efficiency assessment it is included opportunity 

identification and alignment workshop. ABB will take a part to execution if the ABB gets 

the contract. 
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Figure 19: ABB’s Energy Efficiency Improvement Methodology 

 

In the opportunity identification study the aim is to identify specific opportunities to 

deliver improvements, by confirm how, where and why energy is used, identifying areas 

of inefficiency, and comparing current performance with established industry best 

practices.  

In the alignment workshop all parties discuss and finally confirm the opportunities. 

Decision is taken to implement confirmed Quick Win Opportunities and other founded 

opportunities are prioritized into tier 1 and tier 2 projects to be shelved for later 

implementation. 

In the figure 20 there are presented the steps of assessment methodology. The steps 

enabling mapping the production, distribution and use of energy and utilities across the 

site and analyse this information to confirm the opportunities for improvement and the 

value range of the each opportunity. (ABB, 2010d) 
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Figure 20: The Assessment methodology of ABB (ABB, 2013a) 

 

 

The intent of the assessment is to review the existing plant systems with the goal of 

providing improvement recommendations to increase overall unit efficiency, reliability 

and availability. The primary objective is to identify high return-on-investment (ROI) 

solutions. Evaluation of the solutions that could improve to optimize plant operation is 

also done.  In the assessment following plant equipment will be analysed (ABB, 2013a): 
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- Process and mechanical equipment like boiler, turbine and plant auxiliary 

systems 

- Electrical equipment like site electrical networks, motors, drives, transformers 

and switchgear 

- Control equipment like closed loop control, control room, data acquisition, 

instrumentation and field devices 

More specific typical focus areas are followings: 

- Advanced steam temperature control 

- Stabilization of firing rate and combustion optimization 

- Excess oxygen reduction for boiler combustion 

- Improved feed water pressure and level control 

- Improvement of ID and FD fan flow control 

- Improvement of boiler feed water pump control 

- Optimized turbine controls 

- Implementation of high efficiency motors and drives 

- Electric power system improvement 

- Reduction of leakages 

- Reduction of thermal losses 

- Thermal optimization of chiller operations 

ABB has references of proven energy efficiency solutions and have well-documented 

ability to improve the energy efficiency of power plants, raise the plant’s electrical output 

by correcting process inefficiencies, generate more energy from less fuel by lowering the 

plant’s fuel consumption, increase plant revenues by selling more energy and reducing 

fuel wastage, extend the operating life of the plant by optimizing asset performance 

,improve operational flexibility by maximizing process efficiency, and reduce greenhouse 

gas emissions by minimizing the plant’s carbon footprint. (ABB, 2013a) 
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7 MARKET STUDY 

The market study is made for getting information about the status and changes of the 

market environment. There are several issues which has influence to the markets. These 

issues are studied by creating a market model environment, where issues are divided to 

four segments: key trends, market forces, industry forces and macroeconomic forces. Key 

trends are defined as foresight, market forces as market analysis and industry forces as 

competitive analysis. In the figure below there are presented these segments and what 

subtopics they contains.  

 

 

Figure 21: Market model environment 

 

The base of the market is legislation which has to be first completely understood. 

Developing a new service product it is mandatory to confirm that the new service product 

complies with the law. In the law there are many issues which has an effect to the markets 

like energy efficiency law has, which obligates all big companies. 

 

• Capital Markets

• SWOT

• Competitors

• Potential Customers

• Needs & Demands

• Market Size

• Market Situation

• Technology

• Regulatory

• Social-economic
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The information about service suppliers’ offerings and reference cases will be studied 

from the internet. This will give an image of the market competition and what customers 

have implemented. The analysis method or results of the competitors are not presented in 

this thesis. 

7.1 Key trends 

Key trends have great influence to the markets. Legislation, fighting against climate 

change and brand image of the company are the main key trends. The legislation has the 

biggest influence because it defines mandatory obligations. Also a sustainable brand of 

the companies is now days more important so companies are ready to put effort to 

improve energy efficiency and therefore the brands.  

The major key trend now days is the climate change and fighting against it. In EU there 

is common consensus of importance to reduce emissions. That is why EU has set the 20-

20-20 target. Energy efficiency has centred role and EU has published Energy Efficiency 

Directive EED to improve energy efficiency. Member states including Finland has made 

them own laws about energy efficiency according the requirements of the EED. In 

Finland energy efficiency law got effect from 1.1.2015.  

Energy efficiency law obligates big companies to concentrate on energy efficiency. It is 

mandatory to big companies to perform an energy audit once in every four year and first 

time until 5.12.2015. Companies has to name a person who is responsible of the 

mandatory energy audits. Named person has to have licence and fulfil requirements. 

Definition of the big company is following: turnover over 50 M€ and balance over 43 M€ 

or employees over 250. The energy efficiency law has therefore enormous influence to 

the energy audit market. This means that new players will enter to the market because of 

the rules are same to all and performing energy audits are mandatory. 

Current technology enable simulations and analysis of the power plant process. Also 

measurements have developed so much that they have good confidence. With simulations 

it is possible to analyse different scenarios and find optimization opportunities. Target is 

to find energy efficiency improvement opportunities which can be implemented by 

making new set ups to the automation system. 
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7.2 Market forces 

Market forces has direct influence to the way how companies act. Companies has to 

optimize their operation corresponding to the current market situation. For an example 

price of the energy has direct influence to the company’s operation. For power plant 

companies it has been hard times when electricity price has been low but fuel price has 

been high. And now in the current situation when coal and oil are cheap, it is attractive to 

companies to invest to these fossil fuel energy sources. Therefore it is hard to develop 

sustainable energy, because as more energy is produced by sustainable energy as lower 

the price of the fossil fuels will be and therefore makes fossil fuel usage more profitable.  

Current low electricity price drives power plants to concentrate on the energy efficiency 

due to decreased use and peak load hours, which makes the situation of the power plants 

difficult, because of the profits has also decreased. So the demand is now to perform as 

efficient way as possible to improve feasibility. In present market situation power plants 

has to operate mainly in part load. This means that power plant operates in off-design 

area. Auxiliaries are oversized when operating off-design and therefore energy efficiency 

is poor. Power plants need advanced analysis and tools to manage this difficult situation. 

Market size study will give a view of the market scale. It is important to get the scale of 

the market size to estimate needed resources. In the law there is definition of the big 

company and in this study it is focused only in power plant sector. In Finland there are 

about 120 power plants which are owned big companies. It is assumed that half of the 

companies will fulfil obligates by themselves which means roughly 60 power plants. 

There will be 60 power plants left for potential service opportunity.  

Now the new laws have been published so the rules are clear to all. It means that it is easy 

to brand a service because there is constant demand and good guide how the work should 

be done. Surely it has to take account that this field is quite advanced and therefore it is 

needed to have right education and experience to work in this field. 

By the energy efficiency law the subsidies for energy audits for big companies will end. 

This means that price will be vital factor in competition. Also the quality will have great 

importance. 
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7.3 Macroeconomic forces 

Demand of the cheap electricity is essential for competitiveness of the industry which is 

depended on energy. Industry can save money and competitiveness by reducing 

production costs. Easiest way is to improve energy efficiency and decrease the energy 

usage. If the energy usage decreases it will affect to the electricity price and to the power 

plants. 

Cost of the investments to the energy efficiency are not expensive so the companies can 

fund improvement of the energy efficiency quite easily. Although the interest rate is very 

low in current situation which give even more advantages to make an improvement 

investment. 

7.4 Industry forces 

Industry forces are divided to following subtopics: potential customers, competitors and 

SWOT analysis of the ABB Power Generation Service. Potential customers are defined 

by elimination method which takes account the energy efficiency law, owner criteria and 

size of the power plant. Competitors’ reference cases and service portfolio are studied 

from the internet. The method or results of the analysis of the competitors are not 

presented in this thesis. 

7.4.1 Potential customers 

Defining the group of potential customers is important to realize the market size and to 

focus on right customers. Defining the group of potential customers is made by assessing 

the ownership, plant type, annual revenue and answers of the survey.  

The study about potential customers is made mainly by the internet, direct contact to 

customers and taking a part in the survey which is made by 3 rd. party. In the survey ABB 

has defined three questions about energy efficiency. Purpose is to get answers about the 

needs of the customers and contact information so that ABB is capable to fulfil these 

expectations. Answers will also give an information about which kind of group needs 

support to fulfil the obligations of the energy efficiency law. 
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Fulfilling the obligation of the energy efficiency law can be challenging to the power 

companies which have externalized operations or the maintenance or even both of them. 

Big groups like Fortum and UPM-Kymmene are assumed to handle these obligations on 

they own. 

The scope list of potential customers is made by eliminating the power plants from the 

list of power plant register. The register is updated by department of energy. In that 

register there are all power plants which have minimum of the 1 MW electric production 

capacity. In the register there are 346 power plants. (Energiavirasto, 2014) 

First it is eliminated nuclear power plants because of they are owned by Fortum and 

Teollisuuden Voima and it is assumed that they will fulfil the obligation by themselves. 

The scope of the type of the power plant is biomass using CHP power plant. Therefore 

all wind power plants and hydro power plants are eliminated. Also power plants which 

are assumed to have a low yearly operating hours are eliminated because then the annual 

turnover will be absent to below 50 M€ and therefore don’t have a obligations by the 

energy efficiency law.  

Those power plants which are left are ranked by the ownership criteria. The most 

interested ones are owned by municipals or by many different owners and no one has the 

clear authority of the power plant company’s issues. Also yearly turnover has to be taken 

in a count. In first step only the power plant companies which fulfil or are close to the 

criteria’s of the energy efficiency law will be accepted. In the table 3 there are presented 

five most interested power plant companies. 
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Table 3: List of potential power plant customers 

Company Electrical capacity 

[MW] 

Heat capacity 

[MW] 

Turnover 

M€ 

Employees 

Kaukaan Voima 125 262 44,0 2 

Jyväskylän Energia 130 + 87 370 + 267 218,0 250 

Tampereen 

sähkölaitos 

129 + 60 + 147 144 + 120 + 160 307 404 

Vantaan Energia 197 550 434 352 

Kuopion Energia 60 + 46 250 + 162 102,3 209 

7.4.2 Competitors 

Study of the competitors are made by using information which is found mainly from the 

internet. Competitors’ service portfolio, references, expertise and size will be analysed. 

In this thesis there are not presented the method and results of the analysis but in the 

player map there are presented the service portfolio of the competitors in the table below. 

Table 4: Player map of the energy efficiency portfolio 

SERVICE ABB Metso Pöyry ÅF Fortum Caverion 

Motiva's model based energy audits   X X X   X 

Optimization consulting X X X X X   

Optimization products X X  X X   

System consulting X X X X X X 

System delivery X X   X X 

System products X           

 

Consulting companies has performed Motiva’s energy audits for years. So they have 

ready concepts and resources. However resource are relatively small due to small amount 

of the energy audits. In the years 2010-2014 there was only 12 audits made for power 

plants. In the same years there was only 11 authorised persons in power plant sector. 

These persons were at Pöyry, ÅF, Empower, Etteplan, FCG, Granlund, Metso Paper, 

Rejlers and YIT. (Motiva Oy, 2015a) (Motiva Oy, 2015c) 
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7.4.3 SWOT of ABB Power Generation Service 

For assesses an opportunity of ABB’s perform in energy-audit markets a SWOT analysis 

is carried out for ABB Power Generation Service. In the SWOT analysis strengths, 

weaknesses, opportunities and threats are assessed as following: 

- Strengths: characteristics of the business or project that give it an advantage over 

others 

- Weaknesses: characteristics that place the business or project at a disadvantage 

relative to others. 

- Opportunities: elements that the project could exploit to its advantage. 

- Threats: elements in the environment that could cause trouble for the business or 

project. 

 

SWOT analysis includes those four fields and they are placed into internal and external 

origins. Then the internal and external origins are divided into helpful and harmful 

origins. In the left column there are helpful and right column harmful origins. Top row 

are internal and bottom row external origins. In the table below there are presented these 

assesses in the 2*2 matrix.  
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Table 5: SWOT analysis 

 

 HELPFUL HARMFUL 

IN
T

E
R

N
A

L
 O

R
IG

IO
N

 

 

STRENGHTS 

 

WEAKNESSES 

 Strong ABB brand reputation in Finland 

o ABB’s broad customer base 

o ABB’s know-how 

 Wide experience in different units and 

globally 

 Whole delivery: audit and improvement 

implementation 

 Other service products 

o Life Cycle Assessment 

o Retrofits 

o Upgrades 

 ABB react to slowly to opportunity 

 ABB is not known as power plant consult 

 Weak price competitiveness 

 Currently limited internal experience 

resources 

 Only 1 reference in Finland’s power plant 

sector 

E
X

T
E

R
N

A
L

 O
R

IG
IO

N
 

 

OPPORTUNITIES 

 

THREATS 

 Obligations of the energy efficiency law 

 Tricky market situation for power plants 

due to low 

 electricity price 

  Good opportunity to do co-operation 

with other divisions 

 and units -> wide experience team 

 Getting in the same side of the table with 

customer 

o Good way to get service projects 

and contracts 

 New products and services can be offered 

 Increased competition 

 Competition based only on price 

 More players  

 Customers don’t trust to ABB 

 

As it is presented in helpful origins there are quite many good arguments which direct 

towards going in markets. Most helpful arguments are ABB’s strong brand, wide 

experience, turn-key projects and wide service portfolio. Most harmful arguments are 

ABB’s expensive cost structure and lack of reference cases in Finland. Lack of reference 

cases makes ABB quite unknown player in energy-audit field. 
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8 SERVICE PRODUCT FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY LAW 

Service product which fulfil obligations of the energy efficiency law had to respect the 

legislation, results of the reference case and results of the market analysis which included 

survey of the customers’ needs and expectations, survey of the competitors and SWOT 

analysis of the ABB Power Generation Service. 

The service product has to be flexible due to different customers. Some customers need 

only the performing targeted audit and some customers need the whole packet and give 

the responsibility to fulfil the law totally to the supplier. That’s why it is important to 

build the offer with the customer and response to the needs and expectations. Target is to 

agree about the service contract and it is defined case by case respecting the customers’ 

willing. 

Service product for energy efficiency law includes following measures of the energy 

efficiency law: 

- Responsible person of the company’s energy audit 

- Responsible person of the targeted audit 

- Performing company’s energy audit 

- Performing targeted audit 

- Identification of the improvements 

- Delivery of the information and data to the authors 

All these measures can be offered as a packet or only needed one. ABB can also offer 

turn-key improvement projects and other value-added services such as life cycle 

assessment. Service contract will include named person to the company which is available 

in all energy efficiency issues. This guarantees fast response and the energy efficiency 

issues will be driven forward by the supplier. Named person is also available to the 

meetings with owners or where ever customer wishes. 

With ABB’s service contract customer will get committed expertise which will led to the 

permanent savings and energy efficiency will be frequently monitored. This is way to 

ensure to achieve full advantage of the obligations of the energy efficiency law.  The 

service product brochure is presented in the appendix 1.  
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9 CONCLUSIONS 

The theoretical part and reference project shows that there are huge potential of energy 

efficiency improvement in the power plants. The new energy efficiency law will speed 

up the work to improve energy efficiency by forcing power plant owners to focus on 

efficiency issues. Performing the energy audits will be issue. Because of the situation is 

new to the authorities, customers and suppliers. Customers are not sure what they are 

expected to act and what they need to do to fulfil the obligations of the law. It will be 

difficult also to suppliers to offer a service which have never been done. Therefore the 

prizing of the service will be difficult. Also the expertise level of the suppliers varies so 

the quality of the energy audits will also varies. This is difficult also for the authorities 

for supervise the system and the tolerance of the control is unknown. 

Entrance to the market is quite easy because it is controlled by the law so the rules are 

same for everyone. This will lead to the prizing competition which will be both good and 

bad. Customers could get service for cheap but there is no guarantee of the service’s 

quality. When adding the very tight schedule to this and the fact that only 12 energy audits 

to the power plants were made during 2011-2014, it can be said that it will come very 

interesting year and it is sure that there will be issues which can be handled only after the 

deadline.  

The conclusion of the market analysis is that there is opportunity to productise an 

advanced energy efficiency service. The energy efficiency law obligates big companies 

to make act towards better energy efficiency and the companies need expert support to 

fulfil obligates and to achieve full benefit of mandatory obligations. Due to large number 

of the big companies there is good opportunity to join in advanced expert service markets. 

As the results of the market study five potential power plant customers are defined and 

player map of the competitors’ service portfolio is created. Player map shows that ABB 

has competitor in all  energy efficiency service area but none of the competitors are 

manufacturer which gives advantage to the ABB. Good information and expertise are get 

from the reference project and in energy analysis there are found many improvement 

opportunities and co-work with the power plant will continue. Especially gathered 

knowledge about test drives will be good value-added advantage for ABB.  
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Results of the SWOT analysis shows that ABB has strong advantages to compete in the 

markets and offer more value-added service than competitors. ABB has good possibility 

to make a success in this market with strong reputation and ABB is different than other 

competitors. ABB has own manufacturing, research and development, automation 

systems and ABB can offer turnkey and part projects, lifecycle services and expert 

services. Therefore ABB can offer whole scale to support the customers to achieve the 

energy efficiency goals and deliver real value-added to customers. The Most harmful 

arguments are ABB’s expensive cost structure and lack of reference cases in Finland. 

Lack of reference cases makes ABB quite unknown player in energy-audit field. 

Experience from reference case gave lot of information about what customer needs and 

what it demands from ABB to fulfil customer’s expectations and produce value-added to 

customers without any investments. One great learn has been importance of trust. With 

deep trust with customer the results are phenomenal and co-operation pleasant. Important 

thing in expert services is to progress with respecting customer’s needs and wishes. 

During the thesis ABB got the permission from Energiavirasto to operate as a person who 

is responsible of the obligatory energy audit of the company, which is mandatory for 

offering these services. 

The results gave possibility to success in the market was assessed to be good. These 

results led for making the decision to productize the service product. Conclusion of the 

results of the thesis is a decision to productize the service product for the power plant 

customers which will take account of the customers’ needs and fulfils obligations of the 

ABB’s service strategy and the energy efficiency law. A sales brochure to the customers 

was created and contacting to the potential customers can now begin. 
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10 SUMMARY 

The aim of the thesis was to gather, process and analyse the information for supporting 

the decision to productize a service product for power plant customers, which fulfils 

obligations of the ABB’s service strategy and the energy efficiency law. Starting point 

for the thesis was the ABB’s new service strategy and energy efficiency law. The new 

ABB’s service strategy lines that service field has to grow especially in the advanced 

service and consultancy field. The energy efficiency law got effect in Finland in 1.1.2015 

which obligates big companies. 

The theoretical part of the thesis consisted of studying ABB’s backgrounds, EU’s energy 

policy, energy efficiency law, energy efficiency potential of power plants and energy 

audit models. ABB’s references projects, global service portfolio and expertise was 

studied for creating the base for the new service product. Important support and 

information were get from ABB’s global units from Germany, Switzerland, USA and 

India. The roots of the energy efficiency law was studied by examine the EU’s energy 

policy. Obligations and requirements of the energy efficiency law were studied by reading 

the law and taking a part into seminar organized by Energiavirasto. The Information about 

the potential of improving the power plant efficiency was studied from ABB’s handbook. 

Different energy audit models were studied by reading the model reports of the reference 

cases. 

The empirical part of the thesis consisted of reference project, market study, and 

productizing process. In the reference project there was performed energy audit to the 

power plant. In the energy audit it was concentrated on the energy management system, 

energy usage and improvements to the minimum-load operation and efficiency. The 

power plant process model was created and simulated by using ipsePRO process 

simulation environment program. Improvement measures for minimum-load were 

studied by simulating and test-drives. Also precise measurements were performed in the 

power plant by the ABB. All methods and results of the reference case are not presented 

in this thesis. 
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Market study was made by studying effective forces to get information about the current 

market situation. Potential customers were studied by setting criteria for the size, 

ownership and turnover of the power plant company. In the study ABB took a part in 3 

rd party’s customer survey to which ABB defined five questions. The results of the survey 

are not presented in this thesis. Competitors service portfolio and reference cases were 

studied mainly from the internet. The results of the competitors analyse is not presented 

in this thesis. SWOT analysis was made of the ABB Power Generation Service to find 

the helpful and harmful issues for the decision. 

As the results of the market study five potential power plant customers were defined and 

player map of the competitors’ service portfolio was created. Player map showed that 

ABB has competitor in all  energy efficiency service area but none of the competitors are 

manufacturer which gives advantage to the ABB. Good information and expertise were 

get from the reference project and in energy analysis there were found many improvement 

opportunities and co-work with the power plant will continue. Especially gathered 

knowledge about test drives will be good value-added advantage for ABB.  

Results of the SWOT analysis showed that ABB has strong advantages to compete in the 

markets and offer more value-added service than competitors particularly in turn-key 

projects and wide service portfolio. Most harmful arguments are ABB’s expensive cost 

structure and lack of reference cases in Finland. Lack of reference cases makes ABB quite 

unknown player in energy-audit field.  

During the thesis ABB got the permission from Energiavirasto to operate as a person who 

is responsible of the obligatory energy audit of the company, which is mandatory for 

offering these services. 

The results gave possibility to success in the market was assessed to be good. These 

results led for making the decision to productize the service product. Conclusion of the 

results of the thesis is a decision to productize the service product for the power plant 

customers which will take account of the customers’ needs and fulfils obligations of the 

ABB’s service strategy and the energy efficiency law. A sales brochure to the customers 

was created and contacting to the potential customers can now begin.  
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Appendix 1: Service product for energy efficiency law
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Appendix 2: Process simulation model of the reference power plant 

 


